COOKIES POLICY

1. Cookies policy
This Cookies Policy is an integral part of the legal texts of https://jobs.mediapro.tv
(hereinafter, the "Website"). Access and navigation on the Website, or the use of its services,
imply acceptance of its legal texts.
In order to facilitate your navigation through the Website, the company IMAGINA MEDIA
AUDIOVISUAL SAU, (hereinafter "IMAGINA MEDIA" or "the provider"), a commercial company
with registered office at Avenida Diagonal, 177-183, Floor 12, 08018 , Barcelona with NIF
A64200744, informs you that it uses Cookies or other files with similar functionality such as
Pixels, Tags or online identifiers (hereinafter, the "Cookies").
In any case, we inform you that the provider is responsible for the Cookies and the processing
of the data obtained through its own Cookies and third parties, deciding on the purpose,
content and use of the processing of the information collected.
2. Definition and functions of cookies
Cookies are small text files that are stored on the user's device when visiting websites. They
can serve, for example, to recognize you as a user, obtain information about your browsing
habits or personalize the way the content is displayed.
The specific uses we make of these technologies are described below.
3. Information about the type of cookies we use and their purpose
The Web uses the following Cookies:
Technical cookies: These are those that allow the user to navigate through the website and
use the different options or services that exist in it. They are essential for the operation of the
web portal, allowing access to the different functionalities it has. These cookies are necessary
for the website to function and therefore cannot be deactivated.
4. What to do to prevent the installation of cookies?
The browser can be configured to automatically reject cookies. In these links, the necessary
information appears to carry out this configuration:
• Firefox
• Google Chrome
• Internet Explorer
• Safari
5. Cookie settings on other platforms
As with computer browsers, mobile device browsers allow changes to be made to privacy
options or settings to disable or delete cookies.
If you wish to modify the privacy options, follow the instructions specified by the developer of
your mobile device browser.

Below, you can find some examples of the links that will guide you to modify the privacy
options on your mobile device:
Safari for iOS
Chrome for Android
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